FROG BIKES
ANNUAL EMISSIONS
REPORT 2021

However, as manufacturers
of bikes, we know that our
materials and manufacturing
processes are responsible for
releasing carbon dioxide and
other harmful gases. We have
a responsibility to reduce our
impact, so this is our annual
account of what we have done
so far and why – and a look
ahead at what we intend to do
next.
We hope you find this
interesting and if you have any
questions or suggestions, please
do get in touch. We’re always
happy to talk!
Shelley Lawson, Director
shelley@frogbikes.com
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SUMMARY

10%
Decrease in
total emissions

773

In 2021 we reduced our
total emissions by just
over 10% versus our
baseline of 2019. This
was achieved despite
a 14% increase in the
number of bikes we built.

We also include heating
and lighting our premises,
and travel by our staff to
and from work, as well
as emissions generated
at work or while working
remotely.

TONNES TOTAL SAVING
OF CO2e IN 2021

6522
TONNES

7295
TONNES

2021

2019

CO2e
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14%

Increase in
bikes built

Taking a very
comprehensive approach,
we calculate total
emissions including raw
materials, assembly,
packaging, and logistics.

CO2e

We emitted 6522
tonnes CO2e (carbon
dioxide or equivalent)
from all our activities,
versus a baseline of
7295 tonnes in 2019.

TOTAL EMISSIONS
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REDUCTIONS

Homes worth of
heat & power

We have installed an Electric
Vehicle charging unit at our
Head Office in Ascot. We have
had one for several years at
our factory in Pontypool.
In a year, our reduction is
equivalent to heating and
powering 140 homes or
removing 350 cars from
the road.

Cars off the road

This equates to 103kg
CO2e emissions per bike,
down from 132kg in our
baseline year.
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2021

103kg

2019

132kg

Our recent reductions have
come from “low hanging
fruit”, from areas directly
within our control.

At both of our UK sites, we
convinced landlords to switch
to renewable energy

TOTAL EMISSIONS

2021 EMISSIONS
Materials, 95%

Our emissions of 6,522
tonnes of greenhouse
gases in 2021 are largely
the result of the materials
we use in the production
of our bikes.

Logistics, 4%
Travel, 1%
Premises, 0.3%

The material most
responsible for emissions
is the aluminium content
of our bikes (used for
frames, forks, handlebars,
seat posts and cranks).
It is a highly emitting
material, unless it is made
using renewable energy
and with a substantial
recycled content, which
our aluminium is not.
Therefore, this is now the
key focus of our work and
is where we anticipate
making the greatest
improvements in the next
few years.
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2021 MATERIAL EMISSIONS BY TYPE

Aluminium, 92.8%
Steel, 1.9%
Rubber, 2.1%
Plastic on bikes, 2.5%
Plastic packaging, 0.3%
Cardboard, 0.4%
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DESIGN CHANGES
IN 2021:

6kg

TOTAL SAVING
CO2e PER BIKE

BOTTOM BRACKET

SPOKES

CRANKS

76g

12.8%

5.9%

saving of steel by
redesigning the
bottom bracket.

saving of stainless
steel spokes per bike.

less aluminium
per crankset.

less steel used.

less aluminium used.

90g

10

100g

REDUCED STEEL

IMPROVED
DESIGN

REDUCED ALUMINIUM

We have made
improvements to the
design of some of our
bikes to reduce the
materials required to
make them, e.g. novel
spoke patterns to reduce
the amount of stainless
steel in each wheel, also
lighter bottom brackets,
lighter cranks, and shorter
seat tubes, reducing the
steel and aluminium in
each bike. This work will
roll out through our range.

OFFSETTING

PACKAGING
IMPROVEMENTS
In 2021 we have focused
on removing single-use
plastic protection, bubble
wrap and cable ties in
our outbound shipping,
and replacing these with
paper bags and cardboard.

CO2e
REDUCTION
16 TONNES
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As the first year after
our baseline in which we
have accurately calculated
emissions this is an
encouraging start.
However, we need to
increase the rate of
reductions in order to
achieve our goal of
halving emissions by
2030, especially because
as we grow and make
more bikes, we will be
using more materials
– currently the largest
driver of our emissions.

We are not off-setting
any emissions, nor are we
reducing our emissions
calculations by factoring
in future usage of our
bikes which may in
practice take consumers
out of their cars.
Any additional impact
from the use of our bikes
would be a bonus, but is
not within our control so
we have excluded this
potential upside.

EMISSIONS REDUCTION TARGETS
TO 2030 (TONNES CO2e)

The bigger gains in future years will come from migrating our raw materials to
recycled materials, especially our aluminium. It will take several years for this
to be delivered at scale, but with low carbon aluminium emitting 4kg CO2e
per kg of metal, compared to 17kg of traditional aluminium in China, this will
deliver dramatic improvements.
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METHODOLOGY
SCOPE 2

Energy usage in our premises

SCOPE 3

Travel to and from work

SCOPE 3

Travel for work

SCOPE 3

Materials including packaging

SCOPE 3

Logistics

SCOPE 3

IT and website

NB: Scope 1: The company has no scope 1 emissions as we have no boilers nor company owned vehicles.
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SCOPE 2

SCOPE 3

Total emissions in tonnes

Total emissions in tonnes

2019
baseline

2019
baseline

275

0

2021
emissions

75

225

2021
emissions

Premises

75

150

225

300

Note that we have reduced our scope 2 emissions
rapidly (from 275 tonnes CO2e in 2019 to 61 tonnes);
the remaining emissions (98.6% of the total) are in
scope 3 i.e. within our supply chain.

5432

0

300

61

0

16

150

115

74

1685

2000

4000

6000

6154

0

20

2000

Travel

8000

4000

Materials

6000

8000

Logistics
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SCOPE 2

Energy usage in our premises

We operate two sites
in the UK, and in both
cases the electricity and
gas used for heating,
lighting and powering our
assembly and warehouse
equipment is bought by
the respective landlords
and the costs passed to
us.

Ahead of the
renegotiations in
2021 we successfully
persuaded both landlords
to switch from fossil fuel
tariffs to renewables,
dramatically reducing
the emissions from our
properties.

SCOPE 3

Travel to and from work

To estimate the emissions
from our staff travelling to
and from work, we know
the distance that each
person travels between
their home and place of
work, how many days
each week they make
that journey on average
by car, bicycle or train.

Both of our landlords had
multi-year contracts with
their energy providers
which ran until 2021.

We used an average
emission for UK cars
to estimate the annual
emissions per person1.
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1 Source: Dept of Transport 2018 stats

In 2021, fewer office
staff travelled to work
than in our baseline
year, although our entire
factory and warehouse
teams were travelling to
site each day.
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SCOPE 3

Travel for work

There are two key categories of travel: our reps (who
are self employed agents, but we chose to include them
in our calculations), and our head office team (buyers,
marketing and sales) who travel to visit customers,
suppliers and promotional events.
For rep travel, our UK reps reported how many miles
they each drive for work in the year, and the emissions
from their particular vehicles. We used the UK rep force
as a model for other countries.
Travel in 2021 was reduced in comparison to the 2019
baseline, especially longer distance, due to Covid
lockdowns. For head office travel we know how many
flights were booked in the year, and the destinations,
and used a standard calculator of emissions per
destination for those flights2.
We then added all the head office mileage that was
claimed as expenses in a year, and multiplied this by
a standard UK car emission rate. We have no company
owned vehicles.
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2 Source: Carbon calculator

SCOPE 3

Materials including packaging

We have partial data on the weights and materials for
our bike range, so we extrapolated across the whole
range based on what is accurately known.
We took the average weight of each category of
material (aluminium, steel, plastic, rubber, and cardboard
packaging) for the known models, calculated the
emission from each material, and multiplied this across
the whole range, reflecting the number of bicycles we
made in the year.
In future years we intend to increase the accuracy
of our materials calculations by including accurate
componentry weights for more bike models.
For these known weights of materials, primarily
aluminium, steel/stainless steel, rubber and plastic, we
have applied industry-average emissions per material
type, according to the region from which they are
sourced. (see Sources in appendix).
Our suppliers are not able to give us detailed emissions
for each product; we anticipate that this will be
available in future years as more companies aim to be
more transparent in their environmental footprint, and
as they make improvements.
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SCOPE 3

Logistics

A. Inbound logistics emissions are
calculated using a global average of
maritime freight emissions for the
mileage travelled from Asia to UK, by
weight of materials. A small minority
of materials were freighted by air,
exacerbated by global shipping pressures
and a shortage of componentry; where
goods were air freighted, this is included
in the calculations3.
B. For our outbound logistics, we know
the proportion of bikes which were
sold in UK, mainland Europe, N America
and the rest of the world, travelling by
surface (i.e. road and sea); an average of
the mileage to each region, multiplied
by industry average emissions by each
transport type4, was taken to calculate
the emissions.
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3 Source: carboncare.org 4 Source: quantis-suite.com

SCOPE 3

IT and website

The emissions from these are not
yet included in our annual report; we
intend to find a reliable method of
calculating these emissions in future
years.
Tools that we have used so far have
generated widely varying results,
so we don’t yet trust that they are
robust.
Although not yet possible to quantify,
we have optimised our website by
hosting less energy intensive content
e.g. videos on the high traffic pages
(especially our home page); this also
improves loading times for users.
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CLIMATE LEADERSHIP
AND COMMITMENTS
We are keen to share
our learnings to date,
to learn alongside other
organisations, and to work
collaboratively with others
to accelerate the changes
that are required in our
industry and beyond. And
we are not afraid to make
bold commitments on our
decarbonisation plans.
In 2021 we signed up
to the UN Race to Zero
commitment, binding us to
reduce our emissions by 50%
by 2030, and to net zero by
2050.

Within the bike industry, we
have signed up to two climate
commitments5. With Shift Cycling
Culture we have committed to
reduce our emissions in line with
most of the world’s leading bike and
cycle apparel brands.
Across Europe, we have joined the
CONEBI sustainable packaging
pledge6 to reduce plastic packaging
and eliminate unnecessary
packaging throughout the supply
chain.
These industry-wide initiatives
allow relatively small brands such as
Frog to exert more pressure on our
suppliers and partners, accelerating
change throughout scope 3.

We work closely with the
SME Climate Hub and BEIS
as one of their case studies,
helping others make similar
improvements in their
decarbonisation journey.

Finally, to send clear demand signals
to the global maritime shipping
industry, we have joined the CoZEV7
initiative to help establish zero
carbon vessels on major cargo
shipping routes by 2040 so that we
can reduce emissions associated
with our global logistics.
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5 Source: shiftcyclingculture.com 6 Source: conebi.eu
7 Source: cozev.org
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FUTURE PLANS
Our primary decarbonisation focus is on sourcing lower
carbon materials for our bikes, so we are working closely
with existing suppliers who are willing to switch to low
carbon aluminium and alternatives to plastics; we have
also identified alternative suppliers should this prove
unsuccessful. A full migration to low carbon may take
several years but will deliver massive benefits.
In the meantime, there are many other activities we are
working on already which will shortly yield emissions
reductions, and other environmental benefits.
•

•
•
•
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Eliminating plastic banding on our bike boxes;
eliminating 1,600 kgs/year of single-use foam
protection on our frames in transit; reducing the plastic
wrapping on our inbound componentry from suppliers.
Buying a fully electric vehicle for staff use (principally
travel between Pontypool and Ascot, and to UK
events).
Continual design improvements to reduce the materials
required for each bike, rolling out the reductions
already seen in some models.
Roll out of store-based service programme (“Frog
MOT”) to encourage longer use of each bike, through
refurbishment and re-warranty, and promoting 2nd
hand sales.
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APPENDIX
SOURCES FOR EMISSIONS BY MATERIAL CATEGORY:
Aluminium:
Carbon Trust - Current global Average 11.9 tonnes CO2e/Tonne. Average China
17 t CO2e /t. Worst production methods (coal-powered production) 20 t CO2e /t.
International-alluminium.org
metalbulletin.com - Global average emissions 16.1 tonnes
Low carbon Aluminium:
Carbon Trust - @4 tonnes per tonne
Steel:
worldsteel.org - @1.8 tonnes emitted per tonne
Rubber:
michelin.com, tjtyres.com, business.michelin.co.uk
Cardboard:
dssmith.com - 0.103 kgCO2e/kg
LDPE:
askwonder.com - 6kgCO2e/kg
PolyPropylene:
askwonder.org - 3.45 kgCO2e/kg
For more information,
please contact shelley@frogbikes.com
www.frogbikes.com
August 2022

